The regulated expression of a TATA-less, platelet-specific gene, alphaIIb.
The megakaryocyte (MK)-specific integrin, alphaIIb, is the alpha-subunit of the alphaIIb/beta3 complex found on the surface of platelets. This complex is a receptor for fibrinogen and other ligands when platelets are activated. Because the alphaIIb gene is specifically expressed in MKs, this gene was studied as a potential model for MK-specific gene expression. Previous studies have defined some of the important regulatory elements in 912 bp of the immediate 5'-flanking region of this gene. These studies defined several important elements including two GATA-binding elements and an Ets-binding element. Using a primary rat marrow expression system, we demonstrated that one of the GATA-binding elements, -454 bp upstream of the transcriptional start site (GATA454), is critical for expression of the alphaIIb gene. A potential negative regulatory element was found between -100 and -200 bp upstream of both the rat and human alphaIIb genes. The biological basis by which this negative regulatory region effects expression is not well understood. Recent studies have focused on the issue of the molecular basis by which this TATA-less gene is properly transcribed. We found that a GA-rich region approximately 14 bp upstream from the transcriptional start site appears to be a nonconsensus Sp1-binding site that interacts with an Ets-consensus site approximately 20 bp further upstream. These studies provide further evidence of the role of interactions between Ets-like proteins and Sp1 in transcriptional activation when a TATA box is not present in the promoter region of a gene. Based on the presented studies and previous results, a model is proposed for the regulation of expression of the alphaIIb gene. In studies looking at more distal regulatory elements, we have found, using the primary rat marrow expression system, that 2.9 kb of 5'-flanking alphaIIb sequence has as high a level of expression as the 912 bp construct. Whether either of these lengths of 5'-flanking region can result in tissue-specific expression in transgenic models is presently being investigated. In addition, while a published report suggests that the two genes alphaIIb and beta3 are physically linked within a 250 kb region of genomic DNA, analysis of yeast artificial chromosome clones and genomic pulsed field gel electrophoresis analysis are consistent with these two genes not being tightly linked and being >1 mb apart, suggesting that these two genes do not form a single, tissue-specific locus.